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devil may cry 3 also introduces a fourth playable
character named nero, who is the younger
brother of dante and the protagonist of dmc:
devil may cry. nero has a devil trigger-like ability
called the "rebellion". he gains enhanced
physical strength and elemental properties. this
ability allows nero to resurrect himself if he is
defeated. in dmc: devil may cry, nero fights
vergil and his demon form appears in dante's
third mission. he is one of the few characters to
fight vergil while in this form. in the second half
of devil may cry 5 , nero's devil trigger takes
inspiration from his form in devil may cry 4, but
also incorporates concepts from the unused
ultimate devil trigger. it allows nero to use his
devil trigger as a level 1 hyper combo, which,
like vergil's, can be activated via an on-screen
cue. additionally, he has the ability to fly. using
various buttons during the flight will give nero
completely different attacks as well as attack
combinations. after absorbing the broken hilt of
the rebellion along with the sparda, nero's full
hidden power is awakened and he obtains his sin
devil trigger form, which takes inspiration from
devil may cry 4 unused ultimate devil trigger
concept. finally, for vergil's devil trigger, it's
primarily based on his usage in devil may cry 4 .
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once in the devil trigger, it allows vergil to
perform a number of attacks as well as the
ability to take flight. he can also fly and the god
sword can be sheathed in the air, albeit with
slower movement. dante also has his own three-
button activation system, where he can use his
own button and control his counter and spin
attacks. dante can only perform a hyper combo
once he has at least three bars of health left,
however, if the player has three bars remaining,
dante can activate his devil trigger in order to
deal 25% more damage, 10% more health
regeneration, and increase his movement speed,
attack, and movement speed by 10%.
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while devil trigger is active, dante can unleash a
powerful attack called the "devil's nail". when
used, dante will teleport to a specific location
with a dash and throw a powerful punch. the

attack can be chained, and it travels in a straight
line. the first game in the series, the dmc: devil

may cry, did not have a devil trigger gauge.
instead, the player gained a devil trigger when
they activated the "devil trigger" ability, which
allowed the player to summon a demonic form.

while the player held the trigger, their hands
would glow red, and they could use powerful
attacks and summoned weapons. the player

could only summon one weapon, and could only
summon one form. in devil may cry 2, dante has
two devil trigger forms, and he gains a third form

called the "devil trigger iii", which is a hybrid
form of all three forms. dante can gain three

different forms, the dominator, dominator
ultimate, and the dominator ultimate 2, which is
a combination of dante's devil trigger ii and iii

and can be upgraded to dominator ultimate x, a
more powerful form that dante's devil trigger i, ii,
and iii can combine. in all three forms, he gains
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three additional devil trigger attacks: "devil
hunter" attack, "devil hunter 2" attack, and "devil

hunter 3" attack. when he gains the dominator
form and devil trigger iii, he gains the ability to
summon "devil hunter 3" from any demon, but

he must hold up his devil trigger ii to summon it.
in devil may cry 4 , dante wields a new weapon

called rebellion, a demonic sword that has spikes
on the end of it. rebellion is made with the metal
and can be used as a melee weapon. it also has
several attachments, allowing dante to use it as
a spear, a staff, a polearm, and even a katana
sword. it is a powerful weapon, with the blade
being a melee weapon and the hilt a ranged
weapon. rebellion has been revealed that its

name comes from dante's wife, beatrice. it has
been implied that the rebellion would be the

blade part of the ultimate devil trigger, as it also
has the ability to change its form from a regular

sword into a katana. 5ec8ef588b
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